CO M E AN D
JOIN US .
Mikron Automation is the leading partner for scalable and customized assembly systems –
from the first idea to the highest performance solutions. Mikron’s expertise and proven track
record guarantee the most productive solution to assemble customer products at each stage
of their lifecycle.

For our Boudry site we are seeking a

Financial Controller (m/f)
As a Financial Controller, you oversee the management accounting, including external
and internal projects, in respect of the Swiss GAAP. You bring competencies, experience
and knowledge in supporting our department managers and our project teams. Finally,
you contribute to the development of the Finance Team, by strengthening and improving
its methodology and tools.
Your main tasks
_ Management of all external and internal
project-related financial aspects over
their lifecycle (from opening to closing)
_ Give financial support to our departments and project teams
_ Perform periodic management accounting (CO) closings, including variance
analysis
_ Edit financial reports, analysis and statistics to support top management decision
making process
_ Contribute significantly to the financial
budgeting and forecasts
_ As SAP Key User, drive change requests
in SAP Financial domain
_ Play a major role in the continuous
improvement of the Financial Team
_ Substitute the financial accountants for
their main activities
Your profile
_ Brevet fédéral – Qualified Accountant or
equivalent background
_ Proven experience (5 to 10 years) in a
similar position
_ Strong hands-on financial planning and
analysis expertise paired with proficiency
in accounting and reporting
_ Experience in industrial-projects accounting and accounting principles of project
management
_ Strong interest in the industrial environment
_ Proficient in using an ERP (SAP: an asset)
as well as profound knowledge of MS
Excel

_ Languages: Proficient in English (written and spoken) and good knowledge of
German and French
_ Ability to develop teamwork relationships
based on high standards and trust
_ Ambitious and open-minded person,
with an international oriented mindset,
capable of working autonomously as well
as in a team
_ Able to handle sensitive and confidential
information with tact and diplomacy
_ Strong ability and desire to work in a
fast-paced, complex, dynamic, multicultural and change-oriented business
environment
What we offer
_ A function that meets your ambitions,
with the possibility of progression within
a company focused on the market and
customer satisfaction while being attentive to the continuing education needs of
its employees
_ The opportunity to take up many
challenges as well as collaborate on
continuous improvement in a stimulating and constantly evolving technical
environment
_ An enriching experience through various
activities
_ Excellent working conditions and firstrate social benefits

Are you interested?
If so, do not hesitate to send your complete application (CV, motivation letter, diplomas and certificates) to our Human Resources Department, att. Daniel Krauss (Human
Resources Generalist Senior).
Mikron SA Boudry, Route du Vignoble 17, CH-2017 Boudry, daniel.krauss@mikron.com,
www.mikron.com

